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HOW DO I LOOK? 
YOUR INTERVIEW APPEARANCE 

CHECK LIST 
 
Hey there and kudos! I LOVE your commitment to being prepared to show up at your best when you 
get that chance to interview for what might just be the job of your dreams! One thing is for sure, you 
don’t want to lose your shot at a great opportunity because you haven’t taken a few moments to 
make sure you look put together.  
 
General rule of thumb: Dress for the job you want to have. 
 

1. Your dress should be a step above what is worn in the organization on most days. When in 
doubt a suit, or slacks and a sport jacket for men and the same for women, or a dress/skirt and 
blouse. When in doubt, call or email HR and ask. 

2. Your clothes should be freshly dry cleaned or washed, and wrinkle-free. (Hint: even if you 
think it is clean, if it’s been in the closet for a while check the shoulders where dust may have 
settled, or use a garment bag) 

3. Shoes matter. A good pair of shoes is an investment you will never regret and should last you 
years. Keep them freshly polished and check the soles. Avoid anything that hurts or you can’t 
walk in comfortably for long stretches – you might get a tour of the office! 

4. Socks – yes, I have to mention them! NO WHITE SOCKS. 
5. Jewelry/Accessories – keep them to an absolute minimum. They can be distracting. 
6. Belt – Make sure you have one that will work with your pants and matches your shoes 

(black/black, brown/brown). If you’ve gained or lost weight, look to see if it’s worn or faded 
and replace it if necessary. 

7. Portfolio or notebook? YES. 
 
No-nos: Avoid anything that’s too colorful, “out-there,” or trendy unless you are in a creative field 
where you have more leeway. Stay away from anything that would raise eyebrows in a place of 
worship or make grandma uncomfortable. If you’re unsure, don’t wear it! 
 
Do this NOW – if you got called for an interview tomorrow, would you be scrambling? Recheck 
monthly to give yourself time to repair, shop, or clean. 
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